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ABSTRACT
In this paper a flexible and scalable architecture for Human-
Robot Interaction is presented. The architecture allows em-
bedding voice assistant technologies that can trigger different
kinds of applications for the interaction between the robot
and the user. The robotic platform can host applications not
computationally expensive, otherwise they can be run on ex-
ternal computing devices or cloud. Zora, an existing robotic
platform based on NAO, has been chosen as the platform
where to develop applications on top of it. As voice assistant
tool we have employed Google Assistant: its SDK and APIs
have been leveraged for some of the applications we have
deployed within our architecture. Therefore, the resulting
Human-Computer Interaction has two main benefits: on the
one hand the user may interact with any of the applications
created on top of the robot; on the other hand, the user
can also rely on voice assistant tools to receive answers in
open-domain.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Computing platforms; •Human-
centered computing→ Human computer interaction (HCI).

KEYWORDS
Humanoids Robot, Cloud Robotics, Language Understanding,
Human-Robot Dialogue, Voice Assistant Technology

1 INTRODUCTION
The adoption of robots have gradually shifted in the last years
from their employment within big manufacturing industries
to more common places where the daily life is carried out,
such as schools, people’ homes, hotels, restaurants, etc. Fur-
thermore, voice assistants technology has improved much
giving a strong impact and leading to several changes in
every day life. Examples of advanced and state-of-art digital
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voice assistants are the following: Google Assistant1, Apple’s
Siri2, Microsoft’s Cortana3, Amazon’s Alexa4, Wit.ai5 and
Snips.ai6, an open source and privacy oriented solution. Gen-
erally, each of the tool above makes available its own SDK
and APIs so that developers can build their own applications
and distribute them (similarly as already seen in the last
years with smartphones application on different devices, e.g.
IOS, Android). In this way users have a wide set of applica-
tions they can download and use with their digital assistant.
Clearly, all this brings new business opportunities in diverse
areas.
The education is one of those. Besides the digital assis-

tants, robots are being constantly and widely used in this
domain [3] and STEM7 in general [9]. For example, one robot
used within the STEM domain is Elias8, a social robot that
helps students learning foreign languages. Another exam-
ples is represented by Makeblocks’ mBot9, which teaches
kids to code. One more domain where the usage of robots
is increasing is the health-care. One example in this domain
is represented by robots used as socially assisting entities
playing an important role for children with autism spectrum
disorders [6] and for the active aging [5], current hot topic
with an enormous economic and social impact.

Within such a topic, current research is carried out to
program robots to help the assistance and rehabilitation of
people. This alleviates care centers’ workload and improves
the efficiency of the treatments bringing to a win-win situa-
tion that results in a reduction of the costs for both the care
centers and the patients10.

Obviously, it is key that robots are well accepted by people.
To comply with that statement, robots need to have charac-
teristics and aspects that will permit humans to enjoy inter-
acting with them keeping high the level of engagement. It is

1https://assistant.google.com/
2https://www.apple.com/siri/
3https://www.microsoft.com/en-in/windows/cortana
4https://developer.amazon.com/alexa
5https://wit.ai/
6https://snips.ai/
7Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
8http://www.eliasrobot.com/
9https://www.makeblock.com/steam-kits/mbot/
10https://bit.ly/2Xkro1C
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not an easy task as high levels of acceptance and engagement
of the users are required in order to create a sense of affinity.
One direction is to develop human-like appearance of the
robot that should result in a more naturally interaction [11].
To complicate things is the following research outcome. One
may think that a robot that perfectly looks like a human
would highly engage users. In reality, once that he/she re-
alizes that what looked real is indeed artificial, it is likely
that the person loses its sense of affinity and the machine be-
comes uncanny [8]. To address this further challenge, a lot of
robot manufacturers aim at designing humanoid robots with
improved fluid movements and equipping them with several
sensors to let robot’s appearance and interaction become
less distinguishable from a human being.

Pushing toward this direction, in this paper we introduce
a flexible and scalable architecture for Human-Robot Inter-
action (HRI) that employs voice assistant technologies. Such
an architecture allows the robots to unlimited (software and
hardware) extensions of their interaction with the users. In
fact, one of its main advantages is that it is possible to em-
bed and integrate any external software framework needing
high computational power and that can reside on cloud sys-
tems or external servers leaving the robot’s resources free
and focused to the interaction with the users. The resulting
interaction is therefore more fluid and efficient.

The reader notices that voice assistant technology can also
understand people with severe speech impediments11 giving
therefore to the HRI a further boost. To close the circle, as
already mentioned above, this kind of technologies provides
SDK and APIs, useful to developers to create new skills or
actions that can augment their effectiveness for specialized
interactions. Examples might be buying groceries or booking
a ride12. This makes digital assistant technologies even more
effective and their widespread is therefore growing. It is
enough to reflect to the fact that the number of voice assistant
skills and actions is more than duplicated in 2019: only in
the USA the Google Actions grew up of a factor of 2.5, for a
total of 4253 actions whereas Amazon counts for more than
80000 Alexa Skills worldwide [12].

The robotic platform where the proposed architecture has
been developed on top of it is shown in Section 2. Section
3 describes the proposed architecture and what type of ap-
plications can be included and integrated. Finally, Section 5
ends the paper with conclusions, ideas and directions where
we are headed.

11https://www.voicesummit.ai/blog/how-voice-tech-is-slowly-including-
people-with-speech-impediments
12for a list of current Google Actions check https://assistant.google.com/
explore/

2 THE ROBOTIC PLATFORM
We have employed Zora robotic platform for our architec-
ture13. Zora is basically a NAO robot of Softbank Robotics14
extended by Zora Robotics15 with a middleware software
layer that allows everyone without programming skills to
program different behaviours of the robot. Moreover it is
even possible to completely control the robot in all of its
aspects, to move the robot and use all its sensors, to change
the network settings, set the language (there are eight dif-
ferent options) and several other configurations. The Zora
Composer is one important element of the middleware layer.
It allows creating applications and behaviours for Zora by
performing drag and drop actions of boxes from a menu into
a given timeline. The composer can be used by non technical
people and it is also possible to use its web version. It follows
the same rationale of Scratch16.

3 ARCHITECTURE
The architecture for social robotics we propose in this paper
consists of four main components, detailed in the following
sections. Figure 1 depicts them and the high-level design of
the architecture.

HRI Component (HRIC)
On top of the scheme there is the HRI Component (HRIC).
It handles the interaction of the robot with the users. One
can load several HRICs into the robot, for different tasks
(e.g. control its behaviours, have access to its sensors and
parts). HRICs consist usually of lightweight programs. Rea-
son is because the hardware resources of the robotic platform
should be left free for the robot itself and further computa-
tions should be as light as possible. Clearly, a certain robotic
application may be entirely developed through an HRIC as
long as it does not require heavy computational power or
demanding storage capabilities. Each application in the pro-
posed architecture should always have a control HRIC. This
acts as a master program and decides the other HRICs to
run, depending on the interaction with the user. E.g. if the
user says play Bingo, the robot, after the execution of the
Voice Assistant Component, calls the HRIC responsible for
the Bingo game through the control HRIC.

13https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lO52sLF-u_4&t=1s
14https://www.softbankrobotics.com/
15http://www.zorarobotics.be/index.php/en/
16https://scratch.mit.edu/
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Figure 1: Proposed high-level architecture. The HRIC interacts with the user and sends the user’s audio to the VAC. The VAC
decides which modules to trigger. It sends to the HRIC either a string indicating which HRIC needs to be called or the result
of the voice assistant cloud (if the user asked something in open domain). Every application includes an HRIC, uploaded into
the robot. An associated SSSC can be present, uploaded into the cloud and that can be shared among several robots.

There are tree items the control HRIC must contain:
(1) a voice assistant interface: this is an abstraction layer of

the employed voice assistant tool. It contains the tools
to elaborate the audio and send it to the cloud used
by the assistant tool to later retrieve the output. If the
user invokes an application, then the calling string (re-
turned by the speech-to-text tool of the voice assistant
tool) is sent out of the box to the Switch application.

(2) Switch application: when the user invokes an existing
application, the returned string from the speech-to-
text tool of the voice assistant component is forwarded
to a switch element that routes the request to the HRIC
of the called application.

(3) HRIC interfaces: these are directly connected to the
switch element and to the HRIC of the different de-
veloped applications. When the called HRIC ends its
tasks, the control is returned back to the voice assistant
interface.

An example of a control HRIC is displayed in Figure 2.

Voice Assistant Component (VAC)
The key component of the proposed architecture is repre-
sented by the VAC. Its main function is to receive the au-
dio stream of the user from the control HRIC and provides
output according to certain actions. At technical level, it is
responsible of detecting the end of the user speech. The VAC
speech-to-text engine processes the received audio. If the
user input text triggers one of the applications previously
loaded into the robotic platform then the underlying appli-
cation is started by the control HRI. If the user text does not
trigger any applications, then the processed user text is sent
to the voice assistant cloud which replies depending on the
adopted voice assistant tool. Thus the user can either start
applications loaded into the robot or interact with the voice
assistant tool through the robot in open domain. The VAC is
general and can therefore employ any of the existing voice
assistants tools such as Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, Ap-
ple Siri, Microsoft Cortana, Wit.Ai, and so on. For a perfect
integration of the voice assistant tool with our architecture
it should have the following capabilities:
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Figure 2: An implementation of the control HRIC using the Choregraphe suite. The first hourglass (  ) on the left is needed
because the voice assistant interface should not be triggered if it has started an HRIC. The second hourglass on the right is
needed only to make more effective the interaction between the robot and the human.

• it is possible to send user’s audio by the given robotic
platform to the voice assistant using its SDK/APIs;

• the output to the user’s statement or questions are
returned in a audio or text format. In the first case the
robot will simply play it; in the second case the robot
will text-to-speech the returned output;

• the voice assistant tool includes its APIs and can thus
be extended with custom script commands. These will
not forward the user text to the voice assistant but will
trigger developed applications within the voice assis-
tant tool that can be further configured and changed.

Server Side Support Component (SSSC)
As already seen for smart phones applications, developers
should create very light applications to be uploaded directly
into the robotic platforms and keep the heavy calculus on
servers or cloud. Therefore, the chosen robotic platform
should not be loaded with deep learning algorithms to be
trained nor loaded with gigabytes of data. This observa-
tion brings to an architecture pattern to follow known as
cloud robotics. Therefore in our proposed architecture we
have included the Server Side Support Component (SSSC).
It consists of all the high-demanding resources (CPU, GPUs,
memory, storage) software needed for a certain application.
The SSSC runs in external servers or within the cloud. A
given HRIC is able to communicate with its corresponding
SSSC through REST APIs exposes by the latter. They can
be called via HTTP requests directly from the HRIC loaded
and running into the robot. A given SSSC must have an as-
sociated HRIC for communication of data and results for a
particular task. Each SSSC can run independently from each

other and from the other components present in the architec-
ture. Different SSSC can run in parallel in servers or cloud.
Although many HRICs can be loaded into the robotic plat-
form only one can be currently active, triggered by the VAC
through specific voice commands. With such a flexibility, all
the cutting-edge technologies in fields such as Computer Vi-
sion, Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, Semantic Web, Natural
Language Processing, together with new hardware including
GPUs to speed up computation of several machine learning
tasks, can be efficiently employed for an effective HRI.

Action Component (AC)
Voice assistant tools functionalities can be extended by ac-
tions. Through actions it is possible to make more effective
the resulting HRI by creating personalized interactions for
users. Examples might include turning lights on/off using
plugged in sensors, playing games, booking a restaurant or
flight and so on.
Differently from SSSCs, ACs do not need to have asso-

ciated HRICs unless they need access to the robot sensors
or parts other than robot’s speakers and microphones. The
reason is because actions reside on the voice assistant cloud
and can be triggered directly from the VAC by giving explicit
commands to the voice assistant. To show one example, we
have developed one AC on the use case which instantiates
our proposed architecture. It is called when the user says to
the robot I want to play with Mr. Chess. The VAC, therefore,
triggers the Chess game we have developed on the voice
assistant cloud. The AC provides one more layer for scala-
bility and flexibility. In fact, all the actions created for the
employed voice assistant tool can be used out-of-the-box
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with our architecture. The result is that our architecture
can exploit the unlimited number of actions that are being
developed for voice assistant tools.

4 THE PROPOSED USE CASE
For the HRIC we have adopted the Choregraphe suite17. The
Voice Assistant Interface (VAI), a peculiar interface used to
communicate with the voice assistant platform, includes a
thread which records the audio coming from the robot’s
microphone using the command-line sound recorder for
ALSA18 drivers with the arecord command and the output
is continuously sent to a middle-ware layer that takes care
of buffering and that sends the audio to the voice assistant
platform. Through the middle-ware, the VAI receives and
parses the response sent by the voice assistant platform. The
switch is a simple module which routes the VAI output and
starts the desired application of the user.
The VAC module employs Google Assistant as voice as-

sistant tool. The Assistant Embedded APIs19 are used for
sending the audio to the VAC. Google Assistant can be ex-
tended with Custom Device Actions20 which allow the robot
to have special abilities not covered by the default GA’s
traits21. There should be a custom action for every callable
and executable HRI interface.

ACs are built withActions onGoogle22. Actions OnGoogle
works in collaboration with Dialogflow, a user-friendly tool
provided by Google, that allows using machine learning to
understand the natural language of what users are saying.
[1, 2, 4, 7, 10] represent successful applications developed on
top of our use cases.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a general, flexible and scal-
able social robot architecture which uses voice assistant tech-
nologies. We also showed the use case we have developed
using Zora as robotic platform and Google Assistant as voice
assistant technology. The limitations and issues of our ar-
chitecture are strictly connected to the chosen robotic plat-
form. For example, for the proposed use case, a limitation
is represented by the low-quality microphones and the na-
tive speech-to-text tool that not always correctly identifies
the spoken text. The use case architecture and the applica-
tions we have developed can be seen at https://bit.ly/2tkRhkc.

17http://doc.aldebaran.com/2-4/software/choregraphe/index.html
18http://alsa-project.org/
19https://developers.google.com/assistant/sdk/reference/rpc/google.
assistant.embedded.v1alpha2
20https://developers.google.com/assistant/sdk/guides/library/python/
extend/custom-actions
21https://developers.google.com/assistant/sdk/reference/traits/
22https://developers.google.com/actions/

The source code is hosted in repositories accessible from
http://hri.unica.it.
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